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         PRAYING A NEW STORY
Make Love Visible
We give thanks especially for Jesus of
Nazareth.
He inspires us to name ourselves
as “temples of God’s Spirit”.
We rejoice in this freeing, good news,
and we seek to give this Spirit
generous expression in our lives.
Jesus challenges us
to look into our hearts,
to examine the way we are neighbour,
to overcome our prejudices,
to put an end to division,
to stretch our generosity,
to overcome our fear of the mystery,
to see God present in our everyday loving,
and to make the “reign” of love visible
throughout the world
Through Jesus
we believe we are all
“sons and daughters” of one God.
We believe the same Spirit of God
that came to visibility in Jesus
yearns for visible expression in us. Amen

       Michael Morwood, Praying A New Story. 2003.
Page 22

RELIGION UNDER ATTACK IN
AUSTRALIA
Rev Dr Nigel Leaves

Sunday 22 April, 3.00 pm to 5.00 pm
At Glen Iris Uniting Church,
Glen Iris Road, Glen Iris (Melway 60 A9)

Today religion is under widespread attack.
Based on his 2011 book of the same title, Nigel
Leaves will analyze the current debate about
the value of religion and propose a theological
response to the crisis of belief.

The Reverend Canon Dr Nigel Leaves is
Canon of St John's Anglican Cathedral in
Brisbane where he is responsible for adult
theological/spiritual education. He is Academic
Associate of Charles Sturt University and on
the staff of St Francis Theological College.

He is concerned that theology should be both
honest and appropriate to the cultural situation
in which it is situated. He is fearful that truthful
"God-talk" has been sidelined from ordinary
conversation.

Expressing Christianity in a contemporary world-view
The first two meetings of the Progressive Christian Network involved large audiences in
exploring how to bridge the gap between the origins of traditional Christianity in a
prescientific world and today’s world in which changing ideas and technologies are dominant.
The relevance of Jesus to the 21st century addressed by the panel in February was a
challenging topic. In March, Michael Morwood took a further step in proposing how a new
Christian worldview can be expressed for both adults and children.

Scripts or MP3 audio files of these significant meetings will become available soon.
Meanwhile the Easter Liturgy for the Emerging Church on 25 March will provide an
experience of contemporary Christian perspectives on Easter – a time when traditionally a
contemporary worldview is abandoned. The following meeting in April (see below) will
critically analyze the increasingly hostile environment for religion of any kind and propose
appropriate responses from progressive Christians.

In addition, the Newsletters offer reviews of books that open up new perspectives.
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Faith, Hope, and a bird called George
Review by Christina Hart

My sister recently sent me a copy of a book by
Michael Morwood published last year: Faith,
Hope, and a bird called George.  Morwood
describes this short fantasy as 'a spiritual
fable'.  Whereas most of my reading through
PCNV has been intellectual, even academic
(though no less enjoyable and stimulating for
that), I found this book to be delightful and
(surprisingly) moving.

The description from the back cover
summarises what Morwood has achieved:
In this charming and deeply spiritual tale, a
woman named Hope explores many of life's
most profound questions--surprisingly assisted
by her cat, Faith, and her bird, George.  These
three talk about God's presence and about
suffering and death and the meaning of life.
They talk about a prayerful relationship with
God, "the presence all around us holding
everything together."  Together they tackle
some very tough questions, and through this
sharing and reflection, Hope gains a new and
deeper understanding of Jesus, God, faith,
and religion.

Through this deceptively simple book,
Morwood offers an invitation to all believers to
reflect, pray, discuss, and grow so that they
too might experience God, Jesus, and the
Spirit more deeply and profoundly.

I think this book would be a great resource for
study groups - it provides a very accessible
introduction to a progressive - and progressing
- understanding of Christianity. RRP $12.95

Available from
 http://mosaicresources.com.au ($11.00)
http://www.fishpond.com.au ($13.83)
http://www.booktopia.com.au ($14.50)

Jews, Christians and Muslims in
Australia

Winter Conference July 1 – 4 2012
At Pallotti College, Millgrove

The theme will be “The Prophet Motif –
Meeting the Divine Challenge Today”

Details: http://jcma.org.au/

John Dominic Crossan in Sydney,
4-7 September 2012

This renowned international progressive
biblical scholar is visiting Sydney to deliver a
series of Lectures and a Public Address, 4-7
September 2012. This is a “Common Dreams
on the Road Event” sponsored by a
cooperative of progressive groups in and
around Sydney and the Progressive Christian
Network of Victoria..

Nine Lecture series “THE POWER OF
PARABLE: HOW FICTION BY JESUS
BECAME FICTION ABOUT JESUS” will be
delivered over the three days, 4-6 September
from 10.30am to 4.30pm.  This will be followed
by a major Public address “DIVINE
VIOLENCE: HOW TO READ THE
CHRISTIAN BIBLE AND STILL BE A
CHRISTIAN” at 7.00pm on Friday, September
7, 2012.

PCNV members will soon be sent a brochure
with full details for mail or internet registration.

Register on the Internet: Go to
www.commondreams.org.au  click on the John
Dominic Crossan tab and follow the links.

Sea of Faith in Australia (SoFiA)
 2012 Conference

Fri (evening) 31 Aug – Sun 2 Sept 2012

Re-Imagine
Beyond Difference, Beyond Belief
Faith, meaning and humanity in the

21st century Global Village.

Twin Towns Resort, Coolangatta, Gold Coast

Details of program, registration and
accommodation are available on the website:

www.sof-in-australia.org
SoFiA is a national forum for open discussion

of religion, faith and meaning.

Do you check your email IN box quota?
The most common reason for return of PCNV
emails to members and contacts is: Mailbox over
quota.
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Christianity’s Dangerous Memory
Diarmuid O’Murchu, Christianity’s Dangerous Memory. A Rediscovery of the Revolutionary Jesus.   
Crosssroad Publishing Co. New York. 2011. 216 pages. RRP $29.95.
www.mosaicresources.com.au $25.50.                Review by David Merritt.

Regular readers of this Newsletter may remember previous references to the writings of Diarmuid
O’Murchu. He is an Irish Catholic author and workshop leader whose work is widely known
around the world. His website offers stimulating articles on issues affecting Christian thought and
practice. A PCNV Newsletter last year reprinted a stimulating and helpful article “Let’s get rid of
the Kingdom of God” in which he explored the misleading connotations of the word ‘Kingdom’. So
it will come as no surprise that I am enthusiastic about his latest book.

In Christianity’s Dangerous Memory, O’Murchu is writing for ‘adult faith-seekers, those who are
fed up with hand-me-down doctrinal statements, those who dread change but know in their own
hearts there is no other authentic choice, those who have been grappling with new insights for
years and now want to trust alternative wisdom, those who intuitively have long known that
Christian faith is much bigger, deeper, and more challenging than churches have ever
acknowledged or proclaimed.’ (Page 3)

O’Murchu’s main thesis is that the Jesus of the gospels opposed the conventional culture of his
day, questioning many of its core religious, social and political beliefs and practices. His message
was about empowerment for oppressed people. ‘A radical new prophetic endeavour was coming
into being. Apparently, the disempowered masses embraced it. The powers-that-be at the time
became more and more threatened. They scapegoated the empoweror. And they crucified him.’
(Page 31)

O’Murchu sees the vision fading and Christianity compromised in the 4th century by becoming the
official religion of the Roman Empire. ‘The greatest betrayal Christianity has ever known!’ (Page
31) ‘It has taken Christianity almost two thousand years to catch up with Jesus as the primary
disciple of the Companionship of Empowerment.’

The power of the book lies in O/Murchu’s skill in helping readers see the subversive nature of
many of Jesus’ parables, teachings and actions. The author frequently uses poems to stimulate
imagination and evoke awareness of the new vision of transformed life offered by Jesus. In four
study sessions at Blackburn based on the book, the poems invited fresh awareness of Jesus’
words and action. See the accompanying poem on the Kingdom of God “Imagine the New
Empowerment”.

A fresh perspective was provided in the author’s presentation of the radically disruptive aspect of
the way Jesus practised open table hospitality – sharing meals with people normally excluded
from table hospitality. Indeed, once you become aware of it, meals that broke social and religious
norms are a surprisingly major aspect of the Gospel accounts. “Of all the deeds attributed to
Jesus in the Gospels, this might well be the most revolutionary. And the intention is
unambiguously clear: radical inclusiveness for mutual empowerment. … Empowering people to
outgrow oppression seems to be the subtle, subversive agenda.” (Page 96) This also leads to an
understanding of the Last Supper dramatically different from the picture communicated by today’s
liturgies.

It is not likely that all of the author’s interpretations of the Gospels will commend themselves to all
readers. But this is a book that has a dynamic quality that impacts on how we understand the
Gospels and the implications of Jesus for life now. It is the most interesting and challenging book I
have read for some time because of its implications for living.
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Imagine the new empowerment
The Irish Catholic author and educator Diarmuid O’Murchu has written an interesting book about Jesus,
“Christianity’s Dangerous Memory” (See the review on the previous page).  He presents vividly the way
Jesus answered questions about the Kingdom of God with parables that awakened imagination about a
new empowering vision of life. Here is his poem about imagining that Kingdom.                        David Merritt

Imagine a Kingdom with no king at all.
Empowering companions in charge.
Imagine the seed, the smallest by far,
Producing a tree’s entourage.
Imagine a farmer his wealth to forego
To purchase a treasure so rare.
A new dispensation explodes in our midst:
Imagine … Imagine … Imagine!

Imagine a vineyard with wine flowing profuse,
The joy of a new celebration.
Imagine a banquet with no one left out,
Disrupting the known segregation.
Imagine the sower with seedlings aglow,
A harvest to relish the nations.
No more malnutrition to torture the soul:
Imagine … Imagine … Imagine!

Imagine a woman with leaven and dough
The hands that make bread to sustain us.
Imagine a table that’s open to all,
Where purity laws won’t estrange us.
Imagine the workers for too long subdued,
The struggle for justice is reaping.
From the least to the greatest let everyone sing:
Imagine … Imagine … Imagine!

Imagine an end to the patriarch’s reign,
Collapsing the power from on high.
Imagine a circle empowering within,
A freedom so new to employ.
Imagine the demons, controlling through fear,
No longer command the high ground.
A new world order can break through at last;
Imagine … Imagine … Imagine!

Imagine the challenge disciples embrace
To model the new dispensation.
The old bureaucratic with power at its core
Lies dead in the temple’s ruination.
Imagine the courage and vision we need
When the tomb of our hopes has been shattered.
And the new song arising has another refrain:
Imagine … Imagine … Imagine!

Diarmuid O’Murchu, Christianity’s Dangerous Memory.
Crossroad Publishing Company. New York. 2011. Pages 32 – 34.
Reproduced with permission from the author.
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BEING GAY, BEING CHRISTIAN

Stuart Edser, Being Gay, Being Christian. Exisle Publishing. NSW. 2012. 248 pages. RRP $34.99.
Review by David Merritt

This is a well-written, easy to read book that will inform and challenge Christians whatever their
views about sexuality. Parts of it will be disturbing to those who think that Christianity is always
about compassion and justice.

In a compelling Foreword to this new book, Michael Kirby recounts the shameful history of the
way churches have dealt with diverse sexualities and the painful consequences of that history of
ignorance and mistreatment for many men and women.  He ascribes the errors he sees “to the
small-mindedness of those who are presently in charge of our religion. We have no doubt that, in
the end, the lovingkindness of the God of our beliefs and the spirit of reconciliation of the New
Covenant will see the Christian church, or most of it, through to a new resolution. It will be a
resolution informed by science and enlivened by love for one another, not misinformation, hatred
and disdain.”

The author, Dr Stuart Edser, is a Counselling and Health Psychologist in private practice in
Australia. He has degrees in psychology and education, including a Ph D in psychology. He grew
up as a devoted Catholic, then as an enthusiastic evangelical in Pentecostal, Anglican and Uniting
churches where he concealed his sexual orientation. After a painful journey he has found a faith in
which human nature is affirmed and God ‘wants and desires us to enter into our humanity in the
most complete way we can. And that includes our sexuality’. (Page 26)

Part of the book tells his own story of the intolerable tension between what he was taught about
homosexuality as sinful and his personal experience of same-sex attraction. Addressing people
who are gay or lesbian he writes:  “What a journey it’s been. It took me a long time to find out I
was okay. So there you have it: an ex-Catholic, ex-Protestant, Christian gay psychologist telling
you that you’re okay too.” (Page 230)

The larger part of the book provides detailed guidance to contemporary research and the current
state of scientific knowledge about homosexuality in men and women. This is the heart of the
case argued throughout the book. The evidence is clear that gay and lesbian sexual orientation is
not a choice. “A visiting Martian studying human sexuality would conclude that there are two major
forms of sexuality in the human race, straight and gay, the former far outnumbering the latter, but
the latter forming a consistent and normal variation.” (Page 57)

Dr Edser also considers in considerable detail interpretations of the six claimed significant
references to homosexuality in the Bible (that is all there are – three in the Old Testament and
three in the New Testament). He notes that the term “homosexual” is a comparatively recent
word, probably coined in Europe in the mid 19th century, and is of dubious applicability to the
biblical references. A table of eight translation variations of the three New Testament references is
instructive (Page 147). For contemporary use Dr Edser prefers the terms ‘gay and lesbian sexual
orientation’ or more briefly ‘gay and lesbian orientation’.

“We are in a position today to better explain, discuss and theorise intelligently about
homosexuality. We do not know it all but we are on a lot surer ground than we were in earlier
times, even just 50 years ago. To say that everything we need to know about human sexuality, of
all kinds, is found in a book written over a 1000-year period between c 960 BCE and 100 CE is
totally laughable.” (Page 43)

For anyone tempted to quote any of the six biblical passages (in most cases, single verses) out of
context, to condemn gays and lesbians, the part of the book considering the Bible references will
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be confronting reading. There is also a morally hair-raising description of the disastrous impact of
the beliefs and practices of two saints of the church, Augustine and Jerome, in the 4th and 5th

centuries. A substantial description of recent Catholic documents about homosexuality is
informative and horrifying. (Pages 157 to 198)

For gay and lesbian people involved in a church, this book will provide knowledge and advice that
will affirm them. For conservative Christians who condemn homosexuals, this book will take them
on a challenging journey to rethink their biblical claims and moral conclusions. For progressive
Christians, part of a world-wide approach to Christianity in which inclusion of gays and lesbians
has been a characteristic, the book will provide reasons for affirming this approach and will
encourage action to support gay and lesbian people. For pastors and others engaged in ministry
in the churches, the book will guide reflection on the extent to which their ministry is based on
truth, justice and compassion.

The book is available from www.exislepublishing.com.au
or in all good book stores.

The Science Delusion
The Science Delusion. Freeing the Spirit of Enquiry by Rupert Sheldrake. Published by
Coronet. 2012.    Review by Ian Scutt

The title indicates this book is a reply to Richard Dawkins, “The God Delusion”. However, whereas
Dawkins seeks to outlaw all types of ‘believers’, Sheldrake does not exclude all scientists. He is
an eminent scientist in his own right as well as one who has studied the History and Philosophy of
Science.

Sheldrake recognises the immense contributions of science to our lives but argues that science is
being held back by centuries-old assumptions that have hardened into dogmas. The ‘science
delusion’ he criticises is popular confidence in certain fixed assumptions about science. He
identifies and discusses ten dogmas of modern science, for example, Nature is mechanical, All
matter is unconscious, The laws of nature are fixed, Nature is purposeless, Memories are just
traces in the brain and are wiped out at death. Sheldrake turns these statements into questions for
enquiry. “I want to find out what science really knows and doesn’t know. I look at the ten core
doctrines of materialism in the light of hard evidence and recent discoveries”.

The book is very readable, however some of Sheldrake’s terms require close study. The author
includes details of his encounters with Dawkins. These are discourteous and downright
unprofessional on Dawkins’ part.

My only criticism of the book is that only once does the author use the word ‘scientism’. Science is
a method of discovery rather than a belief system and is always open to revision. Scientism is a
belief system.

I have sought to give an impression rather than a detailed review. I trust it may motivate you to
buy the book. I hope some buyers will be found in the ranks of attenders at the Global Atheist
Convention in April.

Hardback RRP $49.99.
www.fishpond.com.au $24.85
www.mosaicresources.com.au  Hardback $42.49 Paperback $28.04
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The Progressive Christian Network of Victoria

invites you to

"Living the Easter Peace:
A Liturgy for the Emerging

Church”
Leadership team

Robert Sanderson, Lorraine Parkinson
and Coralie Ling

WHEN: Sunday 25 March 2012
3.00pm to 5.00pm

WHERE: Walker Building, Kingswood College
355 Station Street, Box Hill. (Melway Map 45 J8)
Parking in Staff carpark, accessed from the main 
entrance in Station Street

THE EXPERIENCE
With music, simple ritual and silence, this three-part
Easter liturgy will invite reflection on the love, courage and
passionate conviction of Jesus.  It will follow him through
the violence of Good Friday and the darkness of Easter
Saturday, into the light and new life of Easter Day. He will be
remembered as the one who resisted the violence of empire in
the name of the God of love and peace.  
 Permission will be given for all or part of the liturgy to be used in churches during
the Easter season.

A catered afternoon tea will follow the Liturgy.

A contribution of $5 is requested.

“Open minds, open hearts, open hands”


